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ECOSOCIAL APPROACH

to rethink the hierarchy 
of ecological, social, 
and economic aspects:  

1. the viability of 
ecosystems 

2. human rights 

3. markets are instruments, 
not end goals 

(Salonen & Konkka 2015)



ECOJUSTICE FRAMEWORK
”a set of theories and 
pedagogical practices that begin 
from the fundamental 
acknowledgement that humans 
are utterly dependent upon a 
complex and diverse ecological 
system” (Foster et al. 2018).  

1. a cultural-ecological 
analysis 

2. revitalizing the commons  

3. engaging imagination 

(See also Bowers 2001, Martusewicz et al. 2015.)



ECOFEMINISM

Human/Nature dualism 

Centric thinking 

(Plumwood 1993, 2002).

man 
culture 

rationalism 
ableism 

woman animal

differently-abled

nature

body

emotion



ECOSOCIALIZATION
Raisa Foster & Sami Keto (forthcoming 2019)
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What drives the process?
thinking 
language

senses 
embodiement

What is recognized?
norms 
laws

nature’s cycles 
ecosystem capacity

What is the view of human & reality?
individual  

centric
holobiont 
systemic

What we are integrated into?
family, peer groups 

institutions 
society

ecological community 
ecosystems 
web of life

TWO PARALLEL INTEGRATION PROCESSES



My aim is to make  

ecosocialization processes  

visible through art.



ATTENTION & ATTITUDE


















